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ABSTRACT 
Recent field testing of 12 wall types in flve climates from 1400 to 12,000 degree-days (OF) 
is analyzed using a proprietary transient-heat-flow program. Acceptably matched models are 
used to predict seasonal and annual heat flow through various wall types. 

Two papers presented at the first ASHRAE-OOE Conference on the Thermal Performance of 
the Exterior Envelopes of Buildings described a method of making field measurements of wall 
(and other component) heat flows using thermopyle heat flowmeters (HFMs) and a finite-dif
ference model i ng techn; que for s i01U1 a t i ng wa 11 and wi ndow hea t flow. Thi s paper reports on 
the latest large-scale wall study incorporating the two techniques. 

Field measurements were made on a total of 12 wall types: three frame~ four clay mas
onry, three concrete panel (with and without insulation), one concrete masonry, and one solid 
timber. Most of the walls were tested in the West Coast cities of los Angeles, Portland, and 
Seattle. The timber walls were tested in Edmonton and Regina, Canada. Wall sections were 
tested in special test cells and in actual buildings. 

One-dimensional transient models were used as the primary modeling tool, and the paper 
contains numeric and graphic !tmatches H of heat flow and sU)~face temperatures for each wall 
type. For comparison, other techniques are shown, including ASHRAE response factors. Errors 
in all methods are discussed. 

Various strategies for long-term seasonal and annual usage predictions are discussed and 
predictions and theit' sensitivity analyses are presented. Although whole-building analysis 
and simulation are valuable, much remains to be learned about individual component behavior. 
Indeed, unless each component routine is acceptably accurate, both in its long-term and 
transient behavior, the whole-building simulator has little chance of being a believable 
predictive tool. Examples of how the accuracy of predictions affects both heat flow and ec
onomic strategies and of predictive ~itfalls are given. 
F1ELD TESTING 
los Angeles 
During the winter and spring of 1982, a test structure containing six wall sections was built, 
instrumented, and monitored in the South Bay area of los Angeles. Figure 1 shows a plan view 
of the test structure. Each of the six tests panels was about 8 x 8 ft. (2.4m) and the two 
rows of three panels were separated by about 1m. Each north-south pair of walls were en
closed from the outside and from abClve by 6 in. (.15m) of polyslyrene plastic and from each 
other. by 3 in. (.oornIOf polystyrine plastic. All seams, including a 2 x 2 ft. (.6m) entry 
hatch, were scrupulously sealed for the test. The wall types tested are: 

lIall 111: Insulated 4 in. (.1111) brid "ellee.· (3 1/2 in. [.O!)m) batt) 
Wall #2: Ullinsulated 5 in. (.13m) hollow cla.v ,imonry 
Wa 11 #3: Doub 1 e wythe rei nforced bri ck masonry (9 in. (. 23m) tot a 1 

thickness grouted solid) 
Wall #4: Uninsulated 6 in. (.15m) concrete tilt-up panel 
Wall #5: Uninsulated 8 in. (.2111) hollow clay masonry 
Wall #6: Insulated frame with stucco (3 1/2 in. (.09111) batt) 
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Each wall section was instrumented with inside and outside surface temperature thermo
couples (T/Cs), an inside air temperature T/C, and a thermopyle-type heat flowmeter (HFM) at 
the inside surface. Additionally, the outside dry-bulb temperature, horizontal sun flux, and 
wind speed were measured hourly. All data were recorded by a computer-driven data logger. 
The inside temperature in each test cell was maintained with a separate resistance heater/ 
thermostat and allowed to float above the thermostat set pOint. All power consumption (in
cluding monitoring equipment) was recorded during selected periods using a strip-chart am
meter and voltmeter. 

The monitoring lasted from January 30 to February 26 and the weather encountered was 
typical for the los Angeles heating season. 

Pacific Northwest 
In total, four wall types were tested in the Portland area and one in the Seattle area during 
winter and spring 1982. The Portland tests were conducted in a graphics building in Beaver
ton and the Seattle test was done in a small (5000 ft2 ('lfi4.5Ind savings and loan buildin9 in 
Bellevue. The Portland test setup consisted of four wall panels, of a size similar to that 
of the panels used in los Angeles tests, adjacent to each other On the south wall. The wall 
types tested were: 

Wall #1: 
Wall #2: 
Wall #3: 
Wall #4: 

8 in. (.2m) concrete masonry unit (through-wall, hollow cores) 
Frame/siding (3~ (.09m) fiberglass batt, gypsum board, wood siding) 
6 in.{.15ml(nominal) concrete panel 
6 in.(.lSm) panel (same as 6 in.(.15rn.) above with lin. (,OJ) rigid foam 
outside}. 

Sets of measurements on each wall corresponded to those of the Los Angeles setups: 
A. Outside and inside air temperature 
B. Outside and inside wall surface temperature 
C. Heat flow. 

Additionally, the sun flux and wind speed were monitored. The Seattle test included similar 
measurements on the east, south, and west sides only, with all walls being made of 8 in.(.2m) 
hollow clay masonry units with both empty and grouted cores. All data were recorded for more 
than 21 days. 

Western Canada 
During the winter and spring of 1982, two existing cedar log homes were instrumented and 
analyzed, one in Regina, Saskatchewan, and one in Edmonton, Alberta. In particular, the 
walls (3.8 in. (.lm) red cedar timbers) were examined in detail to determine their in-place 
thermal performance. Several walls in each structure were instrumented to provide the usual 
measurements of inside surface temperatures, outside surface temperatures, and heat flow at 
the inside surface. Additionally, inside and outside air temperatures, sun flux and wind 
speed were monitored, with all hourly data recorded on computer-driven data loggers. The 
data were taken for roughly one month in each location. 

Segments of the data from these five locations that roughly represent typical heating 
season conditions were chosen and used to obtain the matches described lfter. Experience 
has suggested that heat-flow data of this kind are accurate to about 6%. The matching and 
prediction introduces an additional 5% to 10%, and building effects (radiation coupling, 
etc.) may add 5% to the uncertainty. With a maximum 15 to 20% error, the mean probable 
error is in the range of 10%, demonstratively better than standard steady-state techniques 
and allowing realistic calculations and subsequent designs of wall thermal behavior. The 
placement of the sensors on the walls is always of great concern, since one measurement will 
represent a whole wall. If a given point is far enough away from the nearest discontinuity. 
relative to its thickness, the point chosen will see little effect. Generally, a ratio of 
II i nfl uence radi us II to the thi ckness of 10 wi 11 ensure th i sin homogeneous materi a 1 s. 1\11 
walls were inspected physically for composition to prevent surprises but one occurred anyway. 
When one of the Bellevue bank walls as a hollow block, was modeled, no part of its behavior 
coul d be ma tched. The da ta sugges ted a soli d mass of conCI·ete. Later remova 1 of the block 
confirmed this -- it was grouted solid. 

*All sensors were calibrated before the test. The HFMs were tested in an ASTMC177 apparatus 
at three heat fl~w levels, all within the actual levels experienced in the field, roughly 
-10 to 10 Btu/ft ·hr. The calibrations were then adjusted and linearized for the tests. 
The age and usage levels of the HFMs did not correlate with their deviation from factory 
calibration (which was at 500 Btu/ft2'hr), and the largest adjustment from factory speci
fications was 12%. T/C wire was 24 gauge or smaller (type J), purchased on single-strand 
rolls (no splices), and manufactured and tested at special tolerance limits. 
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ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE 
The analytical technique for wall and window heat flow is the result of an evolutionary pro
cess that began with several years' data from numerous real buildings in several widely vary
ing clilnates. Statistical analysis was performed on both audit-level data (building geometry) 
occupancy and load schedules, utility consumption histories, etc.) and more detailed data. 
Data-acquisition systems were used to monitor mechanical system operation (instantaneous furn
ace efficiency, etc.) and sun, wind, outside air temperature, and suites of thermal para
meters (surface temperatures, air film tempel'atures, heat flows) for each envelope component. 

Standard analytical and predictive techniques to simulate instantaneous and integrated 
total heat flows proved inadequate fot· predicting heat flow in the total structure and in the 
individual components. Consequently, developing computer tools capable of accurately pre
dicting heat flows measured under a wide range of real world conditions is desirable. 

Ultimately, it is the goal of any such analysis to predict the behavior of an entire 
structure, allowing the contributions of the various components (walls, windows, floors, 
attics, furnaces, etc.) to interact fully. This goal has two subgoals: (l) to define ac
curately the response of anyone component to the boundary conditions imposed on it and 
(2) to compose those individual responses into a system response. Early work in this area 
assumed that both the individual component response and the composition of these responses 
were essentially linear. It is now known that, in both areas, the response is nonlinear and, 
theoretically, no simple linear calculation of individual behavior, nor simple surrming of the 
individual responses will yield correct results. Experience has given, however, some feel 
for the sensitive areas, and for "those that affect the solution less. 

The approach in this paper was to first develop accurate component models that address 
all the major factors affecting heat flow in an individual element but to neglect those in
sensitive ones that have little effect on the answers (e.g., surface roughness). These 
models have long-term value as parts of a full system analysis and allow careful examination 
of the factors affecting response on the microlevel. The extent to which the individual re
sponses vary when coupled {nonlinear combination} ranges from small in normal residences 
{simple geometries, average amounts of window, lightin9, etc.} to noticeable (purely passive 
structures, large internal gains, complex shapes, etc.). But these coupling effects do not 
enter into the analysis if the question is asked in this way: If identical boundary condi
tions al'e imposed on two building elements of different construction for some period of time, 
what will be the net thermal response for each element? Armed with the benefit/liability 
va lues thus genera ted, and the cos ts of the vari ous s tra tegi es, the des i gner can readily 
optimize a given component. As in any analYSis, the reliability of the answer is largely 
dependent on the judgment of the analyst, both in formulating the input and in analyzing 
and applying the output. But the USe!' of the data generated in programs"such as this can 
be assured that, under the stated assumptions, heat flows are predicted at a confidence 
level of about 90%. 

The proprietary computer program simulates one-dimensional heat flow through a wide 
variety of construction types under user-input conditions of weather and other relevant 
parameters. The program considers heat flow under the following regimes: 

Conduction-through solid elements 
Convection-{both natural and forced)--through air films and enclosed air spaces 
Solar radiation--direct, diffuse, and reflected, as absorbed energy in walls and 
windows and as transmitted energy in \'Jindows 
long-wave radiation--complex interradiation between surfaces. 

Conductionl ,2 is handled by an explicit finite-difference solution of the second-order 
partial-differential udiffusion" equation. The code is designed to run quickly on small 
machines. 

Convection at the various surfaces is computed by correlations involving geometry, fluid 
properties, and mean film temperature. Correlations used are of the three-regime type re
lating the Nusselt nunlber to a fractional power of the Grashof-Prandtl product. Solar in
flux3, 4 is computed at the envelope surface by using computed solar pOSition, monthly 
extraterrestrial intensity, and an exponential decay function for atmospheric effects. This 
maximum theoretical flux is then adjusted for cloud cover on a gross percentage basis appl ied 
to direct, diffuse, and ground-reflected portions. Large-order polynomial fits for absorp
tion and transmission properties of glass and single values for total hemispherical emissi
vi ties and solar absorptivities of opaque components are used. Other radiation is handled 
by the Stefan-Boltzmann equation involving the difference in fourth powers of absolute temp
eratures. Conventional shape factors to ground and to the skY at a varying temperature 
relate the various gray-body emitters. 
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As mentioned before, the model disregards the effects of radiation coupling linking to 
any internal mass that differs from houtly average air temperature. In general, these effects 
are not large in ordinary structures, but any analysis must recognize this simplification. 
And if these coupling effects are to be explored, or are known to dominate the problem, this 
analysis is inappropriate. Experience suggests that deviations of 2% to 8% are to be expect
ed between linked and non linked results in typical applications. Fig. 2 shows the results 
of a study of coupl ing effects in which the overall conductance between the walls and an in
ternal mass was varied from U = 1 to U = 10. In this study, the overall energy use varied 
by about 6%. The model used to make the study was a linked-lumpf,0de response f'2ctor mo~el 
of 24 terms. The assumed i nterna 1 mass area was 1000 ft2 (q?,. 9m ) r or " 1200 fl (111. 5m .) house 

As in any analysis of this type, the tool used here depends on input data for material 
propert i es (dens ity, hea t capac ity, conduct i vi ty, etc.). These pub 1 i shed propert ies vary 
widely and randomly from source to source and are seldom truly representative of the real
world properties as measured in the wall. Thus, it must be understood that all results will 
include inherent uncertainties in properties as found in the real building.* This is one 
reason for the continued intet'est in matching real-world data, to broaden the knowledge base 
of actual thermal properties. 

At all junctures, this analysis has been structured to estimate slightly hig,her heat 
flows than would be ordinarily predicted. The result is that the net heat flows reported 
represent an upper limit (a realistic one, however) on benefit or liability. This bias to
wards the upper end results in the designer being conservative by some amount in his design. 
This conservatism is prudent and probably changes the answer by no more than 5%. 

COMPUTER MATCHING 
In each geographic area, the measured climatic data for a number of six-day periods and a 
description of the various wall's physical makeup were input to the model, Fig. 3. The 
model's physical parameters were adjusted (tuned) until the heat flow and temperature be
havior matched the real-wall response to a high degree. The daily total heat flow and the 
hour-by-hour behavior were matched carefully, so that the computer models would be expected 
to behave as the real walls would. The six-day matches represent over 120 separate experi
ments to test the model. Conditions encountered during the test were varied enough to ensure 
proper extrapolation to a typical year's weather. Fig. 4, 5 show examples of the heat flow 
and temperature matches used in the projection phase. 

Although the acceptance criterion (a numerical match on the daily heat flow total) was 
acheived (5%-10% in all cases) and the temperature match was quite good (except in extreme 
peaks), there are some systematic differences that bear noting. Actual night sky tempera
tures can vary from ambient to we 11 over 100 0 F (50°C) lower, and wa 11 losses to these sinks 
can depress the wall temperature by 10-F.(5.6c)or more below the ambient temperature. The 
model handles the extremes of clear and cloudy skies well but does not establish a ratio be
tween these extremes because no useful correlation had been found at the model IS inception. 
Additionally, if a clear period were followed by a cloudy one in the matching period for ex
amp 1 e, the model had to be run twi ce, once for each condition, and then sp 1 iced. These 
night sky effects are significant and we,·e included in the projection phase that follows. 

Certain errors are inevitably introduced when nondirectional wind data and horizontal 
sun flux only are recorded, and mathematical routines are relied on to convert these values 
to those for the various vertical faces; but in the main, these errors also are acceptably 
small. Careful examination of the matches will reveal the good quality of the match. Sig
nificantly, no error from radiation coupling could be seen and, since the los Angeles tests 
in particular should have shown strong effects related to shape factors, the computer sim
ulation conclusion that in ordinary structures these effects are in the simulator's noise 
level is vindicated. 

During the Portland and Seattle tests, Dr. Henry Romer of Olympia, WA used the same data 
and a version of ASHRAE's response factor (Mitalas and Stephesen) method with sol-air-based 
exterior temperatures and modified coefficients for certain days of matching. Fig. 9 and 10 
show examples of Romer's matches, which are felt to be of comparable quality to those obtain
ed by the approach presented in this paper for these periods, with the following reserva
tions: (1) the adjustments for night sky radiation, true wind speed, ground reflectivity, 
and solar flux, as well as the wall propet'ties themselves, are roughly comparable in import
ance, and (2) the lumped form, more empirical nature of these adjustments in the response 
factor mode 1 makes the genera 1 i zat ion of short- term tes ti 09 to 1 ong- term resu lts more 

*The in-place conductivity of most materials can range widely. For concretes. 70psf has half 
the k value of 140. For woods, moisture content is a big val'iable and the density and 
conductivity of a given specimen may vary Significantly. 
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uncertain. A comparison of long-term projections of these two models* illustrates several 
facts, including the overall agreement between the two methods once adjustments for the pre
viously fl-entioned boundary conditions and wall properties had teen rrade (ho\.vever empirically). 
Furthermore, the entire exercise of rratching field data, tuning the models, and analyzll1g 10n9-
term climatic and indoor environrrents is needed to assure a truly representative seasonal heat 
flow estimate. Additionally, it is clear tbat a rather sophisticated. physical and mathemati
cal mxlel is requirErl to capture the canplex heatflow behavior of even the sirrplest wall con
figuration. 'lhe literature offers nurrerous exanples of the differences between the less c0m

plex standard methods (r-value-hT) and measurErl behavior.+ The author's experience is that 
without Stm, correct wind, and the capacitance effects present in all \','alls, the steady-state 
methods do not agree, either in hour-by-hour behavior or in integrated totals for any pericd 
with measured field data. 'lhe discrepancy between steady-state seasonal totals and the re
ported projections are discussed later. 

YEARLY PROJECrIONS 
the tuned models of the walls tested were given one-day-per-rronth weather data for the long
term average yearS in the various climates. Each monthly "day" varies fran the average high 
to the average low temperature to provide a realistic Stm and wind profile for that month+t 
Runs were !lade for the four cardinal directions and for three colors fran light to dark. The 
results are given in 'l'abs. 1 through 3. All heat fleMS are in therms (100,000 BTU) par st.tuare 
foot per season, and represent the algebraic sum of daily gains and losses past the inside 
plane of the wall. Inside t:.errperatures are 63 to 68 Op (17.2-20o C) winter and 73 to 78 OF 
:u - ;!(PC) S\.Ill1Ter. 'fhe rronthly average ~ther data used .in the projections is derived frem 
the National CCeanographic and Atrrospheric Mninstration long-term climatological data. Solar 
behavior is from SOI11E'T sources. * * 

Explanation of COlors 
'!he analysis defines "color" of the outside surface in terms of ~ percentage of solar energy 
absorbed by the surface. Nurrerically, the color is expressed as the traditional solar absorp
tivity fraction, which varies from about 0.25 for light, smooth surfaces to about 0.95 for a 
roucJh, very dark surface. 'Itle relationship between the ass\.llTed values of light, rredium, dark, 
t:h} absorptivity, am a listing of typical colors and surfaces are given in table 4. other 
oolors rray be estimated by interpolation on the absorptivity nl.lll'\ber ~) if kn<::Mn. 

AW\LYSIS 
'rabIes I through 3 for the various climates reveal the nurerical perfonmnce of the range of 
wall construction, orientation, and color, but an overview of the extent of discrepancy and 
the relative bnportance of the separate effects is difficult to obtain fran the tables. There
fore, several illustrations are provided. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the depeooence of wall heat 
flow on ccnputed steady-state R-value for Los Angeles, Portland, and Regina, respectively. 
Since only one wall type was tested in each of the canadian cities, no complete analysis was 
r::ossible there. The three curves shew sore similarities. All wall losses are less than pre
dicted by the steady-state method and the return on investrrent for increased thermal resistance 
(the derivative or slope of the curves), is less than predicted. In the Los Angeles climate, 
all south walls and the average dark wall are all significant gainers of energy in the heating 
season and they suffer negative returns on insulation investment because their beneficial gain 
diminishes at higher R-values. The Portland curves show a surprising dep:.md.ence on color (and 
hence, solar effects) for such a northern, cloudy climate and little l::enefit for additional 
therrral resistance past R-6 or so. An earlier stu::ly of walls in the nor~st, in which all 
walls were tested, rnxleled, and projected independently, agreed with the present study to with
in 6't for the ccmronly tested wall types 1 and 2. 'lhese inlependent checks reinforce the re
sults und attest to ~ repeatability of the rrctl1i:xL 

FltJUl'C 8 shows tile relative perfornBJ1Ce of the cedar lexJ walls in the !lost severe climates 
tested. 'J'hc return-on-investnent behavior is shCMn by an exanple. 'laking an evenly .... eighted 
Clveraqe of four uin.'ctions (in real buildings this \'.Ould represent equal areas of .. · .. all on the 
four cardinal directions,) allCMS carparison of actual heat £leMS for various colors to the 
steady-state projection in the folleMing way. 'l11e steady-state equation for heat flCM is: 

*Seasonal totals were within 10% for all cases. 

+A classic exarrple is t:h::! notkin rer::ort done in Seattle, in which projected savings by increas
ing (from 11/19 to 19/38) the insulation levels in existing hares proved to l::e greater than 
the whole energy bills of a sarrple of these hOOEs. (Can the rreter nul backwards?) 

++Start up inaccuracies were alla.-x:d to settle out for perio:ls of up to 1 day to ensure stable 
anSW€!rs. 

**Clear night sky and cloudy night sky values are weighted by the long-~ clear/cloudy mix 
for the area (for exarrple, Portland had 19% clear nights). 
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Q = 00 x 24 (1) 

~ofuere: 

Q total heat fluN 

Rtot thenral resistance of wall (including air filrrls) 

DD = degree days 

Solving for Rtot ' in the manner of Bickle and others, gives: 

24 

x 5500 x 24 2.03 (12.0) 

Where: 
-- 2 

Q = 65,000 \'lIm season (20,OOO BTU Ft 2 season) 

00=5500 (lO,OOOoF.) 

The projected heat flow can be used to determine an effective resistance for the various colors 
of \o.'all in the various cllirates. 

Essentially, the walls perform identically in both climates, with light-oolored walls hav
ing an effective resistance of 1.2, rredium walls alxmt 1.4, and dark walls 1.6. .r.bst timl::er 
v,G.lls are in the rredium-to-dark range, so the typical effective resistance is near 1. 5. '!he 
traditional analysis \I.'Ould give this wall un R-value of alxmt ].1, $0 that tho rca} wall lX!r
forms nearly 50% tetter than exr:ected. 

'I'he econanics of wall constnlction arc chawJed appreciably by this c:-oncJusion, as the 
following example indicates 

Savings fran Adding Insulation 

If a wall actually performing at R-I.4_i~-; insulated to the current stanclarus of R-2.1, the gen
erated savings are 

or 1 - 00.24 1 • DO '24, or (5.712) 
2.T l.4 

2 
X 00 (W/m -season) 

For a 5500 (C) degree day clirrB.~, this arrounts to 31,416 \'l/m2 (IO,ClOn BTU/Ft2-season) @ 3.4¢/Kt1H 
for example, savings are $1.07/m season~ IO¢/ft 2 

If ~ver, the uninsulated wall was assurred, using the series resistance rrethcx1, to be 
performing at R=l.l, the savings wuld l:e 

1 1 • 00-24 or (10.4)' 00 or 57,143 w/m2 season. 
1.1 2.T 

Expected savings wuld be $1.94/m2 (l9¢/I"t2) ,or alrrost twice the real return on investrrent. 
Clearly, th3 exact behavior of the wall in the clinate must l::e known and used in all relevent 
calculations or an intolerable error is introouced. Unfortlmately, the starrlard rrethcx1 is 
always biased against lightly insulated products, and any building code or practice using the 
steady-state method will require heavier levels of insulation than are neccessary--and does 
so in the narre of unattainable energy savings. The result of these errors are: (1) gratui
tous costs for tl1e designer, builder, and home owner (2) technically inappropriate building 
practices and (3) decreased respect for cedes, cede lxxUes, and the regulation process in 
general that results when people invest in insulation and the projected savings do not ensue. 

The study also derronstrates one acceptable rrethcd of analysis, rreasurerrent, and projec
tion that allows proper conclusions to be drawn about wall design and thermal behavior. 
F\lrt:h:!r refin€m2nt of the process, better rrcdels, am rrore experience in the field will l::e 
needed to reduce the proroble error fran the current ±lO% to 15%, Dut t.h2se goals are attain
able and v.ork is in progress in all of these areas. 

'Ihe irrplications of l<mered envel~ liability are many and significant. Only if esti
nates of savings are realistic can technically appropriate design proceed. This statement 
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applies to all parts of a building, envelope components, mechanical systems, microenvironment, 
etc. Many existing and prO}X)sed buildings have, by this analysis, adequate inSUlation to meet 
the intent of cedes, including totally uninsulated buildings in sorre clOOtes. 

=WSIONS 
'I'he v.ork descril::ed here clearly sha»s that sizable differences exist l:et~ various orienta
tions and across the range of colors of walls in tenus of their respective thermal behavior. 
walls can te significant gainers of energy ....nen traditional analysis predicts significant 
losses. Color can change the tehavior of walls as dram3.tically as can insulation in many 
cases. Economically optUnuffi thermal resistance values are different for each orientation in 
each climate and depend further on building use and ITEChanical systems. Even rrore signifi
cant is that the return-on-investffient on insulation that is generally predicted using 
traditional rrethcx:ls is universally lessened by the estimates of this paper to atout half of 
its original value. Clearly, revised estimates of wall behavior are needed for many more 
climates and building types l:efore generalizations may be easily made, but the current study 
of a wide range of constructions in clliPates of 1400 to 12,000oF. heating degree-days sho.vs 
that (1) walls are ITn.lch less of a liability than assurred at ION' and rroderate insulation 
levels (R-l to R-l5) and (2) the energy saved by increasing the R-value is similarly rrnlch 
less than expected in this range. 

Recent code efforts in the states and provinces in which testing was done appear respon
si ve to the increased financial burdens of builders and rranufacturers; notable progress has 
teen made in the proposed california Residential code. The "point system" concept seems 
\lX)rkable and helps to illustrate the physics of structural energy use. The sponsors and col
latorators in the various field tests are hopeful that the real benefits and liabilities of 
walls will l::e recognized in all upcaning code changes and in the mainstream of design as well. 
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TABLE I 

WALL HEAT FLOW 
lOCA_· 1.0<; AnQPlf'<; • r:.llirornl<l 

UNIT TYI"'£' 
NET 9f "SON"l HE'" HOW 

"I.t@! __ NIO n. -!II'''. " rn"100.000 wnn 
~, HEHINO COOLINO 

Wall ~ OUT DtR lOT Ml:{l 0"' lOl I.IIru (UHo( 

1" re. firil ~ 
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.oln .0-111 001 . fill I 00. .01' .ftrlP. 
In" Atr !;ilp 

~./W .011 ,noo .01.1 -.n01 .0/111 .01" 3 1/2" ""'t (r .r..) 

'/2" GyP. nf}rU'-d 
NO. - .O)~ .07fJ .. 07~ ,0'-1 . ,non 001 -

~ 80. - ,0.15 .nru; .no .01(, . nOli .0(1·, """=.' 
5" Hollow Clnv E./W. .nED - nOll .077 - .07] .n?I'J .OW, ~ Thru_W" 11 

r= No In'>!Ilntinn 
NO. . I?q - .OQ? - . III . or-, 1 0" ,nil! b:.:. 

2 

.1" 80. - .n-1n .{}"'I . 7 .1ft · .0,., 1 non .rtrlll I 
re. fidel-

.1" (onrrf'lf' t.I'It. o. lOft .. 010 .0l1r, • f) 10 . fin . Oil r 
,. 
" " .1" fr. . Rri("~ MO. .16r. -.171) .100 - . oc:; 1 .on .. fll! 

J 

D 
00. 

o .nln . 17(, .7nl · .nil'l on 1 0'," , . 
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TABLE 2 

WALL HEAT FLOW 
LOCAftON: Port.1"md. Orf''1on 

UNIT TYPf'. 
NET 9~A90N"'L HI;AT FLOW 

81ft. ".,...../fIM'U·T -J'fIIfA I' ".. • 1 flO non nTln -. HE A TlN('l I COOLINO 

"all Type. OUT DIJl. lOJ Mt-n 0", Lt) , Mill on ... 

9' Cone.HnR. 110. . .211 - . I 11\ .. nfi.l .O?R .fln · Il(l 

(thru-'wa t 1 , . 
!./W. -.7'l2 - .7orl - • 1f'i 7 .mfl .o/(, · I?" hollow C'OI'P!'t) 

NO. - .7M - . )f,' - , ?t, 1 .oon .fI)1I .n'!7 

2 I 
F"rame-eldinq 

110. - .01" .IM! .nll} . .Ofl~ .O?! .Ill', (J.5" bftH, 
'lyp.hd.) r../W .. nn7 - .1lf.5 .11117 .fiO'} .011 .011 

NO. OUfi ."'.1<; .011:1 - . nOt! .on" .01? 

~ 
6" Cono.. P"np I 110. 1?) )J(, - . In!) .0:17 .101 · 17! 

-•• (no InfJul.' •• ".tw. - JUfi . .J17 '. ?'In .OJI .10'1 · 17J "; -. NO. -. "7t! - '0' .. JR9 .000 . 12~, .Orlo 

3 

rr. ";" Cone. Pilnf" 1 110. .. .121 -.ong '.05B .001 .029 .05? 9· (I" styrn. 
'p outsidp) !./W. .161 -.1311 .115 .001 .077 · Otlf) ". ~ NO. .117 -. 1M .g6 -.002 .00$ .nl? 

4 

110. 

VW. 

NO. 



TABLE 3 

WALL HEAT FLOW 
LOCATIOIt: Rpqinil, Sa<;L 

UIIfT ~, Wp<;tp.rn (!'>flar 
NET SEASONAL HEAT ~LOW 

IIIZ\!. O.lm ~FT.-MA. (I lH-100.ooo 8lU) -, 10 lI~!H . 
1 

HEATINO J 1 COOlINO 
QlIT DtR. Lm "'EO ORK LOT MEU ORK 

111nl-Wtlll 

~ 
110. - . 1f1r - . ?f,J -.7IR - .Oln .017 ,filiI 

n.lm (!)nl in) 
I'k-st-pm 

!./W. ' . .1.19 - . .11 ~, - . 7'l I .011 .nOH .on Pf'fl n'l'i<lJ 

NO. - . . 1ll -. 3~R -.lP} -.010 .011 . (J~ln 

eo. -fJ7.7 -Wl.n -fiB, It - 1. 1 I.H In. / 
Mptrir 

(kw/m? -';(>,1';r,") 
E./W. IOfo,q -!l'l.I1 - III .n 1. r, ? J, H,I) 

NO. I!H.i"} -lnfJ.1 lon.f, fl.? I -'t. I ~' . I, 

LOCATION, , dmonlon, Alhf'rl.) 

UIIfT TV"". Wp,>t,PI'n [('Cdr 
NET SEASONAL HEAT FLOW 
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.1 
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110. -.719 - . 71~ - 101 -.011 . n 1') ,f)", 
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Rexl r.cdilr 
NO. - • .1711 - .. 13" -.7Qn - .0711 .01'1 .Oln 

eo. ·ml.o - Ill. 1 -fin. "I .1.', I 
, I I? 'I 

Mf'l.rif 
E.lW. _III}. It _ 91.11 -R4.7 !",.t1 , ? . ? '} - ,~ 

(kw/m2
-')Pil<;fJn) 

NO. 119.2 -105.4 -91. 5 R.R - f, n 1.7 



Color Index 

Light 

Dark 

Table 4 

Color Index: 

(oe:) 
Solar Abs. 

0.25 

0.30 

0.35 

0.55 

0.60 

0.75 

0.90 
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Typcial Examples 
Color 

h'hite 

White 

Cream, buff 

M2diun Blue, 
red 

Bro.m, red, 
natural\..ax1 

Dark brown, 
dark green 

'I'cxture 

M3.sonry , 
rough \..ax1 

M3.sonry, \..ax1, 
rock chips, etc. 

Masonry, ....ucxj, 

tile shingles 

Scmewhat rough 
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Figure 2. Radiation coupling of internal mass to 
ordinary 1>'<,1115 appears to affect overall 
usage little. 
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FIELD DATA -- SUN (BTU/f2-HR.), YIND (MPH. 
DPM CORP. PROJ· __ J~~t!p_,;!irt:~ __________ _ 
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USAGE 
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DPH CORP. PROJ· ______ ~o~~.!~~d~_~~ ______ _ 
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Figure 5, Temperature matches for the same period 

reflect proper adjustment of relevent 
Wall parameters. Both heat flow and 
temperature behavior must agree to insure 
the val idity of the models. 
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Figure 6. ReSUlts of seasonal projections show 
r;!arked \'ariations from steady-state 
behavior. Rstimates of real wall 
behavior range from half the aSSllmed 
loss to SifJllificant m?'! q,lills for (nllr 
di n'et ional av{'r.Hlf'!'l (r"l'W'.'; ;) f /lrOlH//1 
4). ('ol"r affects /"-',11. t low mOll.} 1"11,1/1 

R-vaJue in I,.A .. climate. 



WALL LOSSES 

,5 

N.W. HEATING SEASON 
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f'j gure 7. Northwest c 1 im<1te resul ts show 1 i tt Ie reduction 
in heat flow for re!dstance levels over 7. 
sOlltl, w,llls ,1PI'(>ar to Iww little (>nr>rqlJ 
.1/ ,1111/ '-".";"/,111"" 1.'v,.I. 

WALL LOSSES REGINA SASK. HTG.SEA. 
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RnOT) 

I·'j'fllrv II. lI11ill.'mlatt'll tim/)(:-,. w,1I1.'; /lPrform 1I'-'<1rllJ 50\ 
Ilett!->r th,ln steady-state methods would 
predict in a climate with 12,000 D.O. (P.) 
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Figure 9. Hatches made with response factor 
model show good agreement with 
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field data. This' level of matching 
was achieved onlll afte-r m.ljor 
adjustments to ("ilm coeff;c;ont[, and 
solar gain. 
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Figure fO. Temperature matches are limited to 
outside temperature only. Sea'sanai 
projections agreed with DPH model 
within lOt. 
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Discussion 

S. Flanders, U.S. Army CRREL, Hanover, NH: Since you mask your outdoor sensors, so that they 
ufeel" the walls, do you feel that the radiation and windspel'd measurements aTe essenLial to 
the building thermal properties (as distinct from b(>ing nl'c(>ssary for val id model inp;)? 

D.P. McGrew: Aclual microclimah', bolh inside and out.side, highly afft'cls nny componl'nL flow. 
We have endeavortc-d to show that the use of actual radiation and wind data (or the building 
(even our limited apprOximation of "actusl") yields substantial deviation from the widely used 
U T analysis (with the impaleit assumptions of no solar radiation and 15 mph wind), Clearly. 
further refinement of the boundary conditions assumed in all cases is indicated. The integrated 
effects of shading, wind-breaks, siting, etc. are significant in real buildings, and allow for 
further luning of response beyond "color" and thermal diffusivily as explored in this papf;'r. 
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